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Principles
How

Tools
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What are the things
you need to champion

for a successful
GenNext Program?
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Learn
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You’ll need a different 
approach and expectation.
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Enable and champion some 
organizational change.
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Commit Resources
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Millennials Gen X Boomers 
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GENNEXT JOURNEY
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• Next Gen: Established in 2005

• Next Gen Cabinet was established for Volunteer Stewardship

• Volunteer Stewardship also involved a fundraiser that engage 
this new cabinet which ultimately lead to the creation of 
Schmoozefest.
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Who are Millenials?
• 20 to 36 years of age

• Millennials are the "disrupters" and are, as a group, significant 
enough to create change.

• Millennials aren't climbing over each other to scale the 
corporate ladder

• They have little expectation or desire of a job for life

• They expect work colleagues to 'walk the talk' of social 
responsibility;
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What we know:
• Millennials are influential, engaged and result-driven when 

it comes to supporting a cause.

• They want to know that their involvement means 
something.

• More importantly, they are highly driven by their 
peers— they put more trust in peer opinion over brand, 
and are more likely to value relationships and 
experiences.  

• They occupy a space where genuine connection, trust 
and authenticity play a critical role in gaining their loyalty.
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Objectives
• Increase the GenNext Donor Base

• Increase awareness of the GenNext movement, 
cementing GenNext Ottawa as the go-to gathering of 
people in their 20s and 30s who want to create lasting 
change in Ottawa.
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“Go” where they are 
and get them to
leave with you.
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 External: The GenNext Advisory Cabinet

• 10 to 12 GenNext members, representing a range of  
professional sectors.

• Young, professional leaders invested in peer-to-peer 
professional connecting:

o Facilitating outreach among their sectors.

o Tools: Mix & Mingles, Schmoozefest, existing 
industry and workplace

o Thorough analysis of different sector approaches 
for creation of overall workplace strategy
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Internal: working group with 
a dedicated focus
• Program manager

• Advisory Cabinet Liaison

• Social Manager

• Events

• Business Development

• Design

• Agency Engagement
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SLIDE TITLE TBD

• Brand Partnerships

• Collaboration—don’t reinvent the wheel

• Stewarding: Digital movement

• Cabinet: ambassadors, sector representatives

• Events – go to networking events in the city for young 
professionals – not about money but INFORMATION 
and DATA COLLECTION
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SLIDE TITLE TBD

• Identify specific causes that millennials care about

• Report back: show how their donation is making a 
difference in their community

• Utilize peers and direct co-workers to influence 
participation 
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Sponsors now coming to us
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Objectives:
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Digital First Approach
Not different, but completely different



Let’s play a game
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Go to www.menti.com and use the code 28 51 3
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Why are you 
calling me?
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RIP Trees
370,000,00 BCE – 2024 CE
“They were nice for a while” 
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Millennials have grown up with technology
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Birth 1985
Video Games 1988

Computer 1993
Internet 1995
Digital Messaging 1998

Social Media 2001
Cell Phone 2002

Working in Digital 2009

Tod
ay

My life before 
technology
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Mobile First
• Everything you do needs to work on a phone – start there

• All web pages involved need to work on mobile (including 
donations)

• All emails need to be designed for mobile – subtle but 
important

• Any actions need to be possible on mobile

• Donation systems need to prioritize the mobile user
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Prioritizing digital, reducing costs

Shotgun: Traditional, Mass Media, Demographic Rifle: Digital, Targeted Media, Interest-Based
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Content Strategy
Telling a story that people care about
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Crafting our own stories
• Creating content: blog posts, videos, images, social media

• Relates to Giving Circles and our supporters

• Hosted on our website, the content hub

• Ties into our work and leads to registration/donation
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Sharing others’ stories
• Identifying partners by our shared audience

• Tying their stories of community into ours

• Support our events with their own

• Positioning ourselves as a leader in the community
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Channels & Mechanics
Delivering our messaging and
accomplishing our objectives
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Facebook
• Use to share some content and events

• Some discussion between page/followers

• Important posts are “boosted” to reach more followers

• Curates past events and photos

• After event: photos & tagging
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Twitter
• Excellent for talking with followers/influencers

• Intersection of business people and millennials

• Great for sharing lots of content (repeatedly)

• Easy to curate and share partners’ content (re-tweets)

• Great for curating discussions at events with hashtags
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Email Invites & Eventbrite
• Our main list is segmented by language and GC status

• Segments receive different invites and offers in 
their language

• Event registration is handled (very well) by Eventbrite

• MailChimp integration tracks opens, clicks, and sales

• Consistent process makes it really easy to deploy and 
promote events
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Data
Getting actionable

insight with our audiences
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What didn’t work: assumptions
• Three years ago, we added ~3,000 “millennials” to our 

mailing list

• ~70% never opened an email

• ~20% unsubscribed

• ~10% became engaged users

• These users caused massive administrative challenges

• Ultimately, all but the ~10% were purged
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What does work: research
• Demographics aren’t everything: interest 

profiling is important

• Talking to supporters, researching platforms and partners

• Understanding success factors

• Targeting channels and profiles
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Andar: donations & organization-view

• Database is for actionable record-keeping

• GenNext donor’s contact details 

• Informed by MailChimp (subscription status)

• Donation history (whole organization) including 
designations

• Andar does not generate lists: only tracks the data it 
would for any donor
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You can do this, too!

• Changing habits and mindset is harder than learning the tools

• Think big picture and take manageable steps towards it

• Learn a tool and roll it out slowly, iterate and integrate 
with more

• Invest time and creativity—embrace any younger staff’s skills

• Many of these tools have free learning guides

• We have a recent overview presentation/guide for you
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Top Ten
Takeaways
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Understand 
segments
Seek to understand 

the differences 
of the GenNext 
segment(s) you 
wish to target.

Recognize 
similarities
Recognize that they 
are not different – 

but they are 
completely different.

Collect
data

Build out strategies 
based on research 

– collect data.

It’s a 
long game
A GenNext strategy is 
not about traditional 
revenue growth—it’s 

a long game.

Go to
Them

Go to where they 
are—and support 

their needs.
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Embrace
digital

Embrace a digital 
first approach.

Accessible
strategies
GenNext strategies 

are accessible, 
effective and cheap.

Story-telling
Story-telling is 

essential.

Make it
your own
What works for us 

may not be right for 
you - make this

your own.

Connect
Connect to the cause.
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Questions?



Thank You


